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!BSTRACT¯4HIS¯ PAPER¯ DEALS¯WITH¯ THE¯ EXTRACTION¯ OF¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ EQUATIONS¯ THAT
DESCRIBE¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯4HIS¯ IS¯ DONE¯ BY¯ ASSOCIATING¯ A¯$IRAC
STRUCTURE¯TO¯THE¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯3INCE¯ANY¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯ADMITS
A¯ HYBRID¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ REPRESENTATION¯ THE¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ EQUATIONS¯ FOR¯ THE
GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ CAN¯ BE¯ FOUND¯ 4HE¯ TOOLS¯ NECESSARY¯ FOR¯ THE
MANIPULATION¯OF¯ THESE¯ EQUATIONS¯ARE¯ALSO¯DEVELOPED¯!N¯ALGORITHM¯ FOR¯ PRACTICAL
EXTRACTION¯ OF¯ THESE¯ EQUATIONS¯ IS¯ GIVEN¯ !LSO¯ IT¯ IS¯ ANALYZED¯ WHEN¯ A¯ GENERAL
JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ SINGULAR¯ AND¯ AN¯ ALGORITHM¯ FOR¯ REDUCING¯ A¯ SINGULAR
GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯TO¯A¯NONSINGULAR¯ONE¯IS¯PROVIDED






OUTCOME¯ THE¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ MODEL¯ REPRESENTS¯ A¯ MULTIPORT¯ SYSTEM¯ INVOLVING¯ ENERGY
FLOWS¯4HIS¯APPROACH¯SUPPORTS¯ONE¯OF¯THE¯MOST¯IMPORTANT¯CONCEPTS¯IN¯PHYSICAL¯SYSTEM
THEORY¯ THE¯ CONCEPT¯ OF¯ WHAT¯ 0AYNTER¯ CALLS¯ kRETICULATIONl¯ AND¯ +RON¯ kTEARINGl¯ )T
MEANS¯ THAT¯ IT¯ IS¯ POSSIBLE¯ TO¯ CONCENTRATE¯ AND¯ TO¯ SEPARATE¯ CERTAIN¯ PROPERTIES¯ OF¯ AN
OBJECT¯ AND¯ TO¯ DESCRIBE¯ THAT¯ OBJECT¯ AS¯ A¯ SYSTEM¯ OF¯ INTERCONNECTED¯ ELEMENTS¯ ;=¯4HE
BOND¯ GRAPH¯ FORMALISM¯ USED¯ HERE¯ IS¯ BASED¯ ON¯ A¯ CLASSIFICATION¯ OF¯ PHYSICAL¯ VARIABLES








SHOWN¯BEFORE¯ THAT¯ THERE¯ EXISTS¯A¯ STRONG¯ RELATION¯BETWEEN¯ THE¯ GEOMETRIC¯ STRUCTURES¯ OF
ANALYTICAL¯ MECHANICS¯ SUCH¯ AS¯ SYMPLECTIC¯ FORMS¯ ;¯ =¯ 0OISSON¯ STRUCTURES¯ ;=¯ AND
GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURES¯!LSO¯IT¯HAS¯BEEN¯SHOWN¯THAT¯IF¯THE¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION
STRUCTURE¯ CAN¯ BE¯ RELATED¯ TO¯ A¯ 0OISSON¯ STRUCTURE¯ THEN¯ THE¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ IS
RELATED¯TO¯A¯PORT¯CONTROLLED¯(AMILTONIAN¯SYSTEM¯WITH¯DISSIPATION¯;=¯;=¯(ERE¯FOR¯THE
FIRST¯TIME¯WE¯EXPLICITLY¯SHOW¯THAT¯A¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯CAN¯BE¯ALWAYS¯RELATED
TO¯ A¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ WHICH¯ IS¯ A¯ GENERAL¯ REPRESENTATION¯ OF¯ A¯ POWER¯ CONSERVING
INTERCONNECTION¯STRUCTURE¯OF¯A¯PHYSICAL¯SYSTEM¯AND¯WHICH¯IS¯TREATED¯IN¯DETAILS¯ IN¯;=
;=¯ ;=¯"ASED¯ON¯THIS¯WE¯ALSO¯PROVE¯THAT¯A¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯CAN¯BE¯ALWAYS
RELATED¯TO¯AN¯ IMPLICIT¯PORT¯CONTROLLED¯(AMILTONIAN¯ SYSTEM¯WITH¯DISSIPATION¯DEFINED¯ IN
;=¯;=
4HE¯GEOMETRIC¯TREATMENT¯OF¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPHS¯IS¯NOT¯ONLY¯AN¯ELEGANT¯BUT¯ALSO¯A
POWERFUL¯ TOOL¯ FOR¯ THE¯ ANALYSIS¯ OF¯ GENERALIZED¯BOND¯ GRAPHS¯ AND¯ FOR¯ THE¯ DERIVATION¯ OF





ARE¯OPPOSITE¯ TO¯ EACH¯OTHER¯ AND¯ARE¯KNOWN¯ TOGETHER¯ AS¯ THE¯ CAUSALITY¯ OF¯ THE¯PORT¯!
PORT¯ EQUIPPED¯ WITH¯ THESE¯ DIRECTIONS¯ IS¯ CALLED¯ AN¯ AUGMENTED¯ PORT¯ 4HE¯ POSSIBLE
CAUSALITY¯OF¯A¯PORT¯DEPENDS¯ON¯THE¯TYPE¯OF¯ELEMENTS¯IT¯ADJOINS¯4HIS¯LEADS¯TO¯CERTAIN
RULES¯ THAT¯ HAVE¯ TO¯ BE¯ OBEYED¯ 4HE¯ DEFINITIONS¯ OF¯ THESE¯ RULES¯ AND¯ THE¯ SEARCH¯ FOR
PROCEDURES¯THAT¯ASSIGN¯CAUSALITY¯TO¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯HAVE¯BEEN¯INVESTIGATED¯IN
MANY¯PAPERS¯;=¯;¯¯¯=¯;=¯;¯¯=¯;¯=¯;¯=¯;=¯4HE¯IDEA¯OF¯OUR
APPROACH¯ IS¯ SIMILAR¯ TO¯ THE¯ PREVIOUS¯ ONES¯ IN¯ THE¯ SENSE¯ THAT¯WE¯ ALSO¯WANT¯ TO¯ ASSIGN
CAUSALITY¯TO¯A¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯(OWEVER¯IT¯DIFFERS¯FROM¯THE¯PREVIOUS¯ONES¯IN
THE¯SENSE¯THAT¯IT¯DOES¯NOT¯STRIVE¯FOR¯A¯SEQUENTIAL¯CAUSALITY¯ASSIGNMENT¯PROCEDURE¯ FOR






3YSTEMATIC¯ PROCEDURES¯ FOR¯ CONSTRUCTING¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ MODELS¯ OF¯ PHYSICAL
SYSTEMS¯LEAD¯IN¯MANY¯CASES¯TO¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯MODELS¯CONTAINING¯DEPENDENT
STATES¯ !LTHOUGH¯ THE¯ SIMULATION¯ OF¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ MODEL¯ CONTAINING
DEPENDENT¯STATES¯CAN¯BE¯CARRIED¯OUT¯BY¯MEANS¯OF¯ IMPLICIT¯NUMERICAL¯TECHNIQUES¯;=
THE¯ COMPUTATIONAL¯ BURDEN¯ IS¯ SIGNIFICANTLY¯ INCREASED¯ 7E¯ PROPOSE¯ METHODS¯ FOR¯ THE
ELIMINATION¯ OF¯ DEPENDENT¯ STATES¯ IN¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ MODEL¯ 7E¯ ALSO
INVESTIGATE¯ EXISTENCE¯ OF¯ DYNAMIC¯ INVARIANTS¯ IN¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPHS¯ )N¯ GENERAL
GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPHS¯CONTAINING¯DYNAMIC¯INVARIANTS¯BUT¯NO¯DEPENDENT¯STATES¯CAN
BE¯ SIMULATED¯ BY¯MEANS¯ OF¯ EXPLICIT¯ NUMERICAL¯ TECHNIQUES¯(OWEVER¯ THE¯ EXISTENCE¯ OF
DYNAMIC¯ INVARIANTS¯ SHOULD¯ BE¯ EXPLICITLY¯ TAKEN¯ INTO¯ ACCOUNT¯ IN¯ ORDER¯ TO¯ AVOID¯ AN
EVENTUAL¯ INCREASE¯OF¯ INACCURACY¯OF¯THE¯NUMERICAL¯ SIMULATIONS¯7E¯PROPOSE¯A¯METHOD
FOR¯THE¯ELIMINATION¯OF¯DYNAMIC¯INVARIANTS
 )NTRODUCTION
)T¯ HAS¯ OFTEN¯ BEEN¯ OBSERVED¯ THAT¯ THE¯ FINDING¯ OF¯ AN¯ APPROPRIATE¯ DESCRIPTION¯ OF¯ A
GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ THE¯MAIN¯PROBLEM¯FOR¯ THE¯ANALYSIS¯OF¯A¯GENERALIZED
BOND¯ GRAPH¯ AND¯ FOR¯ THE¯ EXTRACTION¯ OF¯ EQUATIONS¯ SUITABLE¯ FOR¯ NUMERICAL¯ SIMULATION
4HIS¯ PAPER¯ DEALS¯ WITH¯ THE¯ EXTRACTION¯ OF¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ EQUATIONS¯ DESCRIBING¯ A
GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ !LSO¯ THE¯ TOOLS¯ NECESSARY¯ FOR¯ MANIPULATION¯ OF¯ THESE
EQUATIONS¯ARE¯DEVELOPED¯4HE¯IDEA¯FOR¯THE¯METHOD¯OF¯EXTRACTION¯OF¯THESE¯EQUATIONS¯IS
BASED¯ON¯THE¯ FACT¯ THAT¯A¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯CAN¯BE¯ RELATED¯TO¯ THE¯GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION
STRUCTURE¯3INCE¯A¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ADMITS¯A¯HYBRID¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ REPRESENTATION¯ THE
DESIRED¯EQUATIONS¯ARE¯FOUND
4HIS¯ PAPER¯ IS¯ ORGANIZED¯ IN¯ THE¯ FOLLOWING¯ WAY¯ )N¯ SECTION¯ ¯ THE¯ DEFINITIONS¯ OF
GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPHS¯ AND¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURES¯ ARE¯ RECALLED¯ !LSO¯ THE
CLASSIFICATION¯ OF¯ PORTS¯ ACCORDING¯ TO¯ THE¯ TYPE¯ AND¯ TO¯ THE¯ INVERTIBILITY¯ OF¯ CONSTITUTIVE
RELATIONS¯ IS¯ EXPLAINED¯ )N¯3ECTION¯¯ THE¯DEFINITIONS¯OF¯ CONSTANT¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURES¯ AND
$IRAC¯STRUCTURES¯ON¯A¯DIFFERENTIABLE¯MANIFOLD¯ARE¯RECALLED¯4HE¯VARIOUS¯REPRESENTATIONS





PRACTICAL¯WAY¯IS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯SECTION¯¯!LSO¯ THE¯TOOLS¯ FOR¯MANIPULATION¯OF¯EQUATIONS






















4HE¯ BASIC¯ IDEA¯ BEHIND¯ THE¯ ’ENERALIZED¯ "OND¯ ’RAPH¯ ’"’	¯ FRAMEWORK¯ IS¯ THE
DECOMPOSITION¯OF¯CONVENTIONAL¯PHYSICAL¯DOMAINS¯EG¯MECHANICAL¯OR¯ELECTRICAL	¯WHICH
HAVE¯ TWO¯ TYPES¯OF¯ STORAGE¯ INTO¯NEW¯DOMAINS¯WHICH¯HAVE¯ONLY¯ONE¯ TYPE¯OF¯ STORAGE
EG¯ THE¯MECHANICAL¯DOMAIN¯ IS¯DECOMPOSED¯ INTO¯A¯KINETIC¯AND¯A¯POTENTIAL¯DOMAIN	
;=¯!¯GENERIC¯GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯IS¯SHOWN¯IN¯&IGURE¯¯(ERE¯ C ¯STANDS¯FOR¯THE
COLLECTION¯OF¯#MULTIPORTS¯ R ¯STANDS¯FOR¯THE¯COLLECTION¯OF¯DISSIPATIVE¯MULTIPORTS¯ Sˆ
STANDS¯FOR¯THE¯COLLECTION¯OF¯EFFORT¯SOURCES¯ S˜¯STANDS¯FOR¯THE¯COLLECTION¯OF¯FLOW¯SOURCES
AND¯GJS ¯STANDS¯FOR¯’ENERALIZED¯*UNCTION¯3TRUCTURE¯’*3	¯4HE¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION




























;!SF= 4HE¯ RATIO¯ OF¯ A¯ MODULATED¯ TRANSDUCER¯ IS¯ A¯ SMOOTH¯ FUNCTION¯ OF¯ THE¯ STATES¯ OF
STORAGE¯MULTIPORTS
2EMARK¯¯#LASS¯OF¯’"’	
)F¯ A¯’"’¯DOES¯ NOT¯ SATISFY¯ ANY¯ OF¯ ;!SA=;!SD=¯ THEN¯ IT¯ CAN¯ BE¯ TRANSFORMED¯ INTO¯ A
’"’¯SATISFYING¯THOSE¯CONDITIONS¯BY¯USING¯BASIC¯EQUIVALENCE¯OPERATIONS¯;=¯;=¯;=
;=¯ ;=¯4HE¯ CONDITION¯ ;!SE=¯ ENSURES¯ THAT¯ THE¯ AMBIGUITY¯ OF¯ INTERNAL¯MODULATION¯ OF






















3INCE¯THE¯PORT¯VARIABLES¯DENOTED¯BY¯ F ¯FLOW	¯AND¯E ¯EFFORT	¯ARE¯DUAL¯VARIABLES¯WE¯CAN




























 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OUT OUT OUTIN IN IN
\0 0 0    E F E F E F 
4HEREFORE¯ THE¯DUALITY¯PRODUCT¯ REPRESENTS¯ THE¯DIFFERENCE¯BETWEEN¯ THE¯OUTGOING¯ POWER
AND¯THE¯INCOMING¯POWER
4HE¯MAIN¯FEATURE¯OF¯THE¯’*3¯IS¯POWER¯CONTINUITY¯IE¯A¯ZERO¯POWER¯BALANCE¯AT¯ITS¯PORT




























































































































#ONSIDER¯A¯PORT¯Q¯AND¯ITS¯ASSOCIATED¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯ F E ¯,ET
	 
  F E’ 8  	
DENOTE¯ A¯ RELATION¯ BETWEEN¯ E¯ AND¯ F¯ IMPOSED¯ BY¯ A¯ POWER¯ DISCONTINUOUS¯ ELEMENT
HEREAFTER¯THIS¯RELATION¯WILL¯BE¯CALLED¯CONSTITUTIVE¯RELATION	¯(ERE¯8 ¯CONTAINS¯ALL¯OTHER
POWER¯VARIABLES¯AND¯THE¯STATES¯OF¯#MULTIPORTS¯ ENERGY¯VARIABLES	¯4HE¯PORT¯ CAN¯BE
CLASSIFIED¯ IN¯ TWO¯ WAYS¯ ACCORDING¯ TO¯ THE¯ TYPE¯ OF¯ THE¯ CONSTITUTIVE¯ RELATION¯ AND
ACCORDING¯TO¯THE¯INVERTIBILITY¯OF¯THE¯CONSTITUTIVE¯RELATION
!CCORDING¯TO¯THE¯TYPE¯OF¯THE¯CONSTITUTIVE¯RELATIONS¯THE¯SET¯OF¯PORTS¯1 ¯IS¯SPLIT¯AS
3E # 2 3F1  1 1 1 1U U U 
)F¯ Q ¯ REPRESENTS¯ THE¯ CONNECTION¯ TO¯ 3E¯ MULTIPORT¯ THEN¯ 3EQ  1 ¯ AND¯ SIMILARLY¯ FOR
# 2 3F 1 1 1 
!CCORDING¯TO¯THE¯INVERTIBILITY¯OF¯THE¯CONSTITUTIVE¯RELATIONS¯1 ¯IS¯SPLIT¯AS
&% $% ! &&1  1 1 1 1U U U 
(ERE¯&&¯&%¯$%¯!¯ARE¯ABBREVIATIONS¯FOR¯&IXED¯&LOW¯&IXED¯%FFORT¯0REFERRED¯%FFORT¯AND
!RBITRARY¯RESPECTIVELY¯4HE¯DEFINITION¯OF¯THE¯SETS¯ &% $% ! &&  1 1 1 1 ¯IS¯GIVEN¯IN¯4ABLE¯












9ES .O   &&Q  1
.O 9ES   &%Q  1
9ES 9ES .O 9ES $%Q  1
9ES 9ES .O .O !Q  1
 $IRAC¯3TRUCTURES
)N¯THIS¯SECTION¯WE¯RECALL¯THE¯DEFINITION¯OF¯A¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯AS¯A¯GENERAL¯REPRESENTATION
OF¯ A¯ POWER¯ CONSERVING¯ INTERCONNECTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ OF¯ A¯ PHYSICAL¯ SYSTEM¯ &IRSTLY¯ THE
DEFINITION¯OF¯A¯CONSTANT¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯ON¯A¯FINITEDIMENSIONAL¯LINEAR¯SPACE¯;=¯;=
IS¯RECALLED¯4HIS¯DEFINITION¯IS¯EXTENDED¯TO¯THE¯NONLINEAR¯CASE¯AS¯EXPLAINED¯IN¯;=¯7E
ALSO¯ RECALL¯ DIFFERENT¯ KINDS¯ OF¯ REPRESENTATIONS¯ OF¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURES¯ ;=¯ ;=¯ ;=¯ ;=
4HESE¯ REPRESENTATIONS¯ OF¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURES¯ ARE¯ GIVEN¯ IN¯ TERMS¯ OF¯ SOME¯ STRUCTURAL

MATRICES¯!FTERWARD¯WE¯PRESENT¯A¯NOTATION¯OF¯ EQUIVALENCE¯BETWEEN¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURES
WHICH¯ WILL¯ BE¯ THE¯ BASIS¯ FOR¯ THE¯ TRANSFORMATION¯ OF¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE








\  0   qE F E F V V 
WHERE¯ \E F ¯DENOTES¯THE¯DUALITY¯PRODUCT¯7E¯CALL¯ V ¯ THE¯SPACE¯OF¯ FLOWS¯ F¯AND¯THE
DUAL¯SPACE¯ 
V ¯THE¯SPACE¯OF¯EFFORTS¯E¯#LOSELY¯RELATED¯TO¯THE¯DEFINITION¯OF¯POWER¯THERE
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 \       A A B B A A B BF E F E F E F E F E  q   D V V D= ?  	
AND¯D ¯IS¯OF¯MAXIMAL¯DIMENSION¯WITH¯PROPERTY¯	
)T¯ CAN¯ BE¯ EASILY¯ SHOWN¯ THAT¯ NECESSARILY¯ 	 
 	 
DIM DIMD V ¯ &URTHERMORE¯ USING¯ THE
LINEARITY¯IT¯CAN¯BE¯SEEN¯;=¯THAT¯ 




  \  F E E F F E  q   D V V D  	
AND¯D ¯IS¯OF¯MAXIMAL¯DIMENSION¯WITH¯PROPERTY¯	
$IRAC¯STRUCTURES¯ON¯MANIFOLDS¯NONCONSTANT¯CASE	¯ARE¯DEFINED¯AS¯FOLLOWS¯;=¯,ET¯Z
BE¯ A¯ DIFFERENTIABLE¯MANIFOLD¯WITH¯ TANGENT¯ BUNDLE¯4Z ¯ AND¯ COTANGENT¯ BUNDLE¯ 
4 Z 
7E¯DEFINE¯ 
4 4Z Z ¯ AS¯ THE¯ SMOOTH¯VECTOR¯ BUNDLE¯ OVER¯ Z ¯WITH¯ THE¯ FIBER¯ AT¯ EACH






!¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ ON¯ A¯ DIFFERENTIABLE¯ MANIFOLD¯ Z ¯ IS¯ GIVEN¯ BY¯ A¯ SMOOTH¯ VECTOR
SUBBUNDLE¯ 
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KERZ ZG P 
7E¯ASSUME¯THAT¯Z ¯IS¯GIVEN¯AS¯  qZhX Y ¯WITH¯X ¯A¯DIFFERENTIABLE¯MANIFOLD¯AND¯Y ¯A
LINEAR¯ SPACE¯ 5SING¯ THE¯ LINEARITY¯ OF¯ Y ¯ IT¯ FOLLOWS¯ THAT¯4
Z
Z ¯ CAN¯ BE¯ IDENTIFIED¯ WITH
4 4 
Z X
Z X Y ¯ WITH¯ X ¯ THE¯ PROJECTION¯ OF¯ Z ON¯ X ¯ &URTHERMORE¯ WE¯ ASSUME
THROUGHOUT¯ THAT¯ THE¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURES¯ DEFINED¯ ON¯ Z ¯ DEPEND¯ ONLY¯ ON¯ X X ¯ IE
	 
 	 
Z XD D ¯ 	 
 X Y Z ¯  X YX Y ¯4HIS¯SPECIFIC¯FORM¯OF¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURES¯IS¯OF
A¯ GREAT¯ IMPORTANCE¯ !S¯ WE¯ SHALL¯ SEE¯ LATER¯ THE¯ MANIFOLD¯ X ¯ IS¯ ASSOCIATED¯ WITH¯ THE
SPACE¯OF¯ENERGY¯VARIABLES¯THE¯STATES¯OF¯#MULTIPORTS	¯AND¯THE¯LINEAR¯VECTOR¯SPACE¯ Y
IS¯ IDENTIFIED¯ AS¯ THE¯ FLOW¯ SPACE¯ OF¯ THE¯ PORTS¯ REPRESENTING¯ THE¯ CONNECTIONS¯ TO¯ THE
RESISTIVE¯MULTIPORTS¯AND¯THE¯SOURCE¯MULTIPORTS¯3INCE¯WE¯ASSUME¯CONDITION¯;!SE=¯IT¯IS
CLEAR¯WHY¯ D ¯DEPENDS¯ONLY¯ON¯ X ¯ 7E¯ LIKE¯ TO¯ STRESS¯ THAT¯ Z ¯ CAN¯NOT¯BE¯ SEEN¯AS¯ A
STATE¯SPACE¯/THERWISE¯IT¯WOULD¯MEAN¯THAT¯ONE¯COULD¯ASSOCIATE¯STATE¯VARIABLES¯TO¯THE
PORTS¯REPRESENTING¯THE¯CONNECTIONS¯TO¯2MULTIPORTS	
)N¯THE¯PREVIOUS¯PART¯OF¯THIS¯SECTION¯WE¯ASSUMED¯THAT¯ \E F ¯REPRESENTS¯THE¯OUTGOING
POWER¯/F¯ COURSE¯WE¯ CAN¯ EASILY¯ IMAGINE¯ SITUATIONS¯WHERE¯ SOME¯ OF¯ THE¯ PORTS¯ OF¯ THE
INTERCONNECTION¯STRUCTURE¯ARE¯INCOMING¯ONES¯$ENOTE¯THE¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯OF¯INCOMING
PORTS¯ BY¯ 	 
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)N¯ THE¯ PREVIOUS¯ SUBSECTION¯ WE¯ HAVE¯ GIVEN¯ THE¯ DEFINITIONS¯ AND¯ THE¯ CONSTITUTIVE




,OCALLY¯ ABOUT¯ EVERY¯ POINT¯ 	 
X Y ¯ IN¯  qZ X Y ¯ WE¯ MAY¯ FIND¯ N Nq ¯ N ¯ IS¯ THE
DIMENSION¯OF¯THE¯MANIFOLD¯ Z 	¯MATRICES¯ 	 
% X AND¯ 	 
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(ERE¯THE¯MATRICES¯ 	 
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RELATIONS¯ FOR¯ THE¯ TRANSFORMER¯ AND¯ THE¯ SYMPLECTIC¯ GYRATOR¯ THAT¯ IS¯
  
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!¯ STRAIGHTFORWARD¯ COMPUTATION¯ SHOWS¯ THAT¯ RANK   fl ¡ °¢ –% & ¯ AND¯
























N N N  ¯#ORRESPONDING¯ TO¯ THESE¯ SPLITTING¯ THE¯ N Nq
DIMENSIONAL¯MATRICES¯ 	 
% X ¯AND¯ 	 
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4HE¯ REPRESENTATION¯ DESCRIBED¯ BY¯ 	¯ 	¯ IS¯ CALLED¯ A¯ HYBRID¯ INPUTOUTPUT
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CONTAINS¯ THE¯ ND¯ COLUMN¯ OF¯ & ¯ 4HE¯ MATRIX¯
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3UPPOSE¯ THAT¯ THE¯MATRIX¯ 	 
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RANK RANK% X % X ¯ IT
MEANS¯ THAT¯ THE¯ COLUMNS¯ OF¯ 	 
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% X ¯ARE¯ LINEAR¯ COMBINATIONS¯OF¯ THE¯COLUMNS¯OF¯ 	 
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THERE¯ IS¯ A¯ N DIMENSIONAL¯ MATRIX¯ 	 
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D ¯ DESCRIBED¯ BY¯ 	¯ RESPECTIVELY¯ 	¯ 4HEY¯ ARE
EQUIVALENT¯ON¯ 5R ¯SINCE¯WE¯CAN¯FIND¯THE¯MATRICES¯ + 1
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D D ¯ON¯ 5R 
 #OMPOSITION¯OF¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURES
)N¯THIS¯SUBSECTION¯WE¯INVESTIGATE¯THE¯COMPOSITIONALITY¯PROPERTIES¯OF¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURES
0HYSICALLY¯ IT¯ SEEMS¯ CLEAR¯ THAT¯ THE¯ COMPOSITION¯ OF¯ A¯ NUMBER¯ OF¯ POWERCONSERVING
INTERCONNECTIONS¯ WITH¯ PARTIALLY¯ SHARED¯ POWER¯ VARIABLES¯ YIELDS¯ AGAIN¯ A¯ POWER
CONSERVING¯ INTERCONNECTION¯ )N¯ ;=¯ IS¯ SHOWN¯HOW¯ THIS¯ CAN¯BE¯ FORMALIZED¯WITHIN¯ THE
FRAMEWORK¯OF¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURES
#ONSIDER¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURES¯ 
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I E ¯ REPRESENT¯ THE¯ EFFORT¯ VARIABLES¯ CORRESPONDING¯ TO¯ 
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REPRESENT¯ THE¯ SHARED¯ POWER¯ VARIABLES¯ CORRESPONDING¯ TO¯
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DIM DIMZ Z ¯ 4HIS¯ THEOREM¯ REPRESENTS¯ THE









$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯(EREAFTER¯FOR¯THE¯SIMPLICITY¯OF¯PRESENTATION¯THE¯LINEAR¯SPACES¯ V  
V
ARE¯ IDENTIFIED¯ WITH¯ M M R N ¯ AND¯ THE¯ DUALITY¯ PRODUCT¯ IS¯ IDENTIFIED¯ WITH¯ THE
%UCLIDIAN¯INNER¯PRODUCT¯IE¯ 4\ E F E F 
4HEOREM¯¯’ENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯DEFINES¯A¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE	
#ONSIDER¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ THAT¯ CONTAINS¯ N ¯ PORTS¯ AND¯ WHOSE¯ FLOWS
BELONG¯TO¯4 q
X




X V ¯(ERE¯X ¯IS¯A¯DIFFERENTIABLE
MANIFOLD¯AND¯THE¯FLOWS¯OF¯ 2 3E 3FQ  1 1 1U U ¯BELONG¯TO¯THE¯SPACE¯ V ¯4HE¯GENERALIZED
JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯CAN¯BE¯RELATED¯TO¯A¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯DEFINED¯ON¯THE¯SPACE¯ qX V 
0ROOF¯ 4HE¯ PROOF¯ IS¯ BASED¯ ON¯ 4HEOREM¯ ¯ &IRSTLY¯ WE¯ PROVE¯ THAT¯ JUNCTIONS¯ 













F F F    	
(ERE¯   
I I
F E I K ¯ARE¯THE¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯OF¯THE¯INCOMING¯PORTS¯AND¯   
I I
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OF¯ADMISSIBLE¯ FLOWS¯AND¯EFFORTS¯ IS¯ L ¯DIMENSIONAL¯ )NDEED¯ IF¯WE¯ FIX¯

F ¯AND¯  
I
E I L
THEN¯ THE¯ OTHER¯ FLOWS¯   
I
F I L 	¯ AND¯ THE¯ EFFORT¯

E ¯ ARE¯ UNIQUELY¯ DETERMINED
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R X ¯ REPRESENTS¯ THE¯ RATIO¯ OF¯ THE¯ TRANSFORMER¯!¯ STRAIGHTFORWARD¯ COMPUTATION
SHOWS¯THAT¯ THE¯CONDITIONS¯ 	¯ 	¯ARE¯ FULFILLED¯4HEREFORE¯A¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ CAN¯BE
RELATED¯TO¯THE¯TWOPORT¯TRANSFORMER¯!¯SIMILAR¯RESULT¯HOLDS¯FOR¯A¯TWOPORT¯GYRATOR
3ECONDLY¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ COMPOSED¯ FROM¯ THE¯ JUNCTIONS¯ AND¯ THE
TRANSDUCERS¯)F¯ANY¯OF¯TRANSDUCERS¯HAS¯THREE¯OR¯MORE¯PORTS¯THEN¯IT¯CAN¯BE¯DECOMPOSED
INTO¯ TWOPORT¯ TRANSDUCERS¯ AND¯ JUNCTIONS¯ AS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯ ;=¯ PP¯ ¯ AND¯ 	
4HEREFORE¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ CAN¯ BE¯ SEEN¯ AS¯ THE¯ COMPOSITION¯ OF
JUNCTIONS¯ AND¯ TWOPORT¯ TRANSDUCERS¯ 3INCE¯ ALL¯ OF¯ THEM¯ CAN¯ BE¯ RELATED¯ TO¯ $IRAC
STRUCTURES¯THEIR¯COMPOSITION¯SEE¯4HEOREM¯	¯ IS¯AGAIN¯A¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯DEFINED¯ON
qX V  ó
2EMARK¯¯!¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯DEFINES¯A¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE	¯4HIS¯THEOREM
SHOWS¯ TWO¯ THINGS¯4HE¯ FIRST¯ONE¯ IS¯ THAT¯A¯GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ A¯POWER
CONSERVING¯INTERCONNECTION¯)T¯MEANS¯THAT¯THE¯POWER¯BALANCE¯AT¯ITS¯PORTS¯IS¯ZERO¯4HIS
PROPERTY¯ EASILY¯ FOLLOWS¯BY¯WRITING¯DOWN¯ THE¯POWER¯BALANCES¯ FOR¯ EVERY¯ JUNCTION¯AND
TRANSDUCER¯AND¯BY¯SUMMING¯ALL¯OF¯ THEM¯4HE¯SECOND¯ IS¯ THAT¯ ITS¯ N ¯POWER¯VARIABLES
CAN¯BE¯EXPRESSED¯AS¯A¯LINEAR¯FUNCTION¯OF¯THE¯OTHER¯N ¯POWER¯VARIABLES













,ET¯ US¯ CONSIDER¯ A¯$IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ REPRESENTED¯BY¯ A¯ HYBRID¯ INPUTOUTPUT¯ FORM¯ 	
4HE¯EQUATIONS¯RELATING¯THE¯VECTORS¯
   
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 F * X F * X E  	
!¯BOND¯GRAPH¯REPRESENTATION¯OF¯	¯	¯IS¯GIVEN¯IN¯&IGURE¯







J f21 1 	X
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GY* ¯ GY* 	¯ MEANS¯ THAT¯ THE¯ CONSTITUTIVE¯ RELATION¯ FOR¯ THE¯ GYRATOR¯ IS¯ GIVEN¯ BY
E *F ¯ RESPECTIVELY¯ F *E 	¯ 4HE¯ GRAPHICAL¯ REPRESENTATION¯ OF¯ 	¯ 	¯ IS¯ A
GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ )T¯ HAS¯ A¯ SPECIFIC¯ STRUCTURE¯ CALLED¯ INPUTOUTPUT












!¯ GENERALIZED¯ BOND¯ GRAPH¯ IS¯ AN¯ )/’"’¯ IF¯ ITS¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ AN
)/’*3
$UE¯ TO¯ SPECIFIC¯ FORM¯ OF¯ )/’*3¯ ITS¯ CAUSAL¯ ASSIGNMENT¯ IS¯ STRAIGHTFORWARD¯ )F¯ A¯ PORT

JOINS¯A¯JUNCTION¯THEN¯IT¯HAS¯EFFORT¯OUT¯CAUSALITY¯)F¯A¯PORT¯JOINS¯A¯JUNCTION¯THEN¯IT
HAS¯ FLOW¯OUT¯ CAUSALITY¯4HESE¯ TWO¯ RULES¯ TOGETHER¯WITH¯ STANDARD¯ RULES¯ FOR¯ JUNCTIONS
AND¯ TWOPORT¯ TRANSDUCERS¯ SEE¯ ;=¯ PP¯ 	¯ UNIQUELY¯ DEFINE¯ THE¯ CAUSALITY¯ OF¯ AN
)/’*3¯ )F¯ THE¯ OUTPUT¯ AND¯ INPUT¯ VARIABLES¯ ARE¯ CHOSEN¯ IN¯ ACCORDANCE¯ WITH¯ THE









  IF¯ ¯IS¯INCOMING¯IN¯C
£ C IƒƒT C I  ⁄ C Iƒƒ¥

!LSO¯ THE¯ BOND¯ C ¯ CORRESPONDING¯ TO¯ TWO¯ ADJACENT¯ NODES¯
 
I I  & 9 5U U ¯ WILL¯ BE
DENOTED¯BY¯ \ ^
 





























4HE¯ THI J ¯ ELEMENT¯ OF¯ 	 
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THI J ¯ELEMENT¯ 	 
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4HE¯ TRANSFORMATIONS¯ THAT¯ CONVERT¯ AN¯ )/’*3¯ INTO¯ AN¯ EQUIVALENT¯ )/’*3¯ ARE¯ CALLED
EQUIVALENCE¯ TRANSFORMATIONS¯ (ERE¯ WE¯ CONSIDER¯ THREE¯ TYPES¯ OF¯ EQUIVALENCE
































D D ¯OR¯A¯4&LINK¯ 	 
 4&  I JD U D ¯SEE¯&IGURE¯A ¯)N¯THE¯LATTER¯CASE¯THE¯RATIO¯OF
U4&¯ 	 
R X ¯IS¯ASSUMED¯TO¯BE¯DIFFERENT¯FROM¯ZERO¯  X S ¯4HEN¯THERE¯EXISTS¯AN¯)/’*3
DENOTED¯ BY¯ EQIOGJS ¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ IQ ¯

N J



















































D ¯ RESPECTIVELY¯ AND¯ \ ^P  ¯ 3UPPOSE¯ THAT¯ THERE¯ IS¯ A¯ ’9LINK
	 
4& P PI JD U D ¯ SEE¯ &IGURE¯ A ¯ AND¯ THE¯ RATIO¯ OF¯ '9U ¯ 	 
R X ¯ IS¯ DIFFERENT¯ FROM¯ ZERO
 X S ¯4HEN¯ THERE¯ EXISTS¯ AN¯ )/’*3¯ DENOTED¯ BY¯ EQIOGJS ¯ SUCH¯ THAT¯ IQ ¯ JQ ¯ ARE




























 !LGORITHM¯ FOR¯ CHANGING¯ OF¯ INCIDENCE¯ RELATIONS¯ BETWEEN¯ PORTS¯ AND
JUNCTIONS
)T¯ IS¯ CLEAR¯ FROM¯ SECTION¯¯ THAT¯ THE¯ TYPE¯OF¯ INCIDENCE¯ RELATION¯BETWEEN¯PORTS¯ AND
JUNCTIONS¯DETERMINE¯WHICH¯OF¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯ARE¯COMPUTATIONAL¯OUTPUTS¯AND¯WHICH¯OF
THEM¯ARE¯COMPUTATIONAL¯INPUTS¯WITH¯RESPECT¯TO¯THE¯GENERALIZED¯JUNCTION¯STRUCTURE¯4HE
COMPUTATIONAL¯OUTPUTS¯ARE¯ THE¯ FLOWS¯OF¯ THE¯PORTS¯ADJOINING¯ THE¯ JUNCTIONS¯ AND¯ THE
EFFORTS¯OF¯THE¯PORTS¯ADJOINING¯THE¯JUNCTIONS¯#ONSEQUENTLY¯THE¯COMPUTATIONAL¯INPUTS
ARE¯ THE¯ EFFORTS¯ OF¯ THE¯ PORTS¯ ADJOINING¯ THE¯ JUNCTIONS¯ AND¯ THE¯ FLOWS¯ OF¯ THE¯ PORTS
ADJOINING¯THE¯JUNCTIONS¯/N¯THE¯OTHER¯HAND¯WHICH¯OF¯THE¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯IS¯OUTPUT
AND¯WHICH¯OF¯THEM¯IS¯INPUT¯SHOULD¯DEPEND¯ON¯THE¯TYPE¯OF¯A¯PORT¯&OR¯EXAMPLE¯ IF¯A




-OTIVATED¯ BY¯ THE¯ PREVIOUS¯ DISCUSSION¯ WE¯ PRESENT¯ AN¯ ALGORITHM¯ FOR¯ CHANGING¯ THE
INCIDENCE¯ RELATIONS¯ BETWEEN¯ PORTS¯ AND¯ JUNCTIONS¯ 4HE¯ SET¯ OF¯ PORTS¯ IS¯ SPLIT¯ AS
) )) )))1  1 1 1U U ¯3UPPOSE¯THAT¯A¯PORT¯ Q ¯JOINS¯A¯JUNCTION¯ D ¯)F¯ Q ¯BELONGS¯TO¯ )1
THEN¯THE¯ INCIDENCE¯RELATION¯BETWEEN¯ Q ¯AND¯ D ¯CAN¯NOT¯BE¯CHANGED¯ )F¯ Q ¯BELONGS¯TO
))1 ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ INCIDENCE¯ RELATION¯ BETWEEN¯ Q ¯ AND¯ D ¯ CAN¯ BE¯ CHANGED¯ &INALLY¯ IF¯ Q
BELONGS¯ TO¯ )))1 ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ INCIDENCE¯ RELATIONS¯BETWEEN¯ Q ¯ AND¯ D ¯MAY¯BE¯ CHANGED¯AS
LONG¯AS¯D ¯DOES¯NOT¯BELONG¯TO¯ P9 ¯ \ ^P  	

!LGORITHM¯¯#HANGING¯THE¯INCIDENCES¯BETWEEN¯PORTS¯AND¯JUNCTIONS	
’OAL¯&IND¯AN¯EQUIVALENT¯)/’*3¯SUCH¯THAT¯THE¯NUMBER¯OF¯THE¯PORTS¯ )))Q  1 ¯ADJOINING
THE¯JUNCTIONS¯BELONGING¯TO¯THE¯SET¯ P9 ¯IS¯MAXIMIZED












Q ¯BELONGING¯TO¯THE¯SET¯ )))1 
)&¯ P
A
D  9 ¯4(%.
)&¯ ))
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A BD D ¯OR¯4&LINK¯	 







































;!A= 4HERE¯ ARE¯ NO¯ BASIC¯ LINKS¯ BETWEEN¯ THE¯ JUNCTIONS¯ OF¯ THESE¯ PORTS¯ AND¯ OTHER
JUNCTIONS¯JOINING¯THE¯PORTS¯BELONGING¯TO¯ ))1 
;!B= 4HERE¯ARE¯NO¯’9LINKS¯BETWEEN¯THE¯JUNCTIONS¯ADJOINING¯THESE¯PORTS
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 B  C X X 
WHERE¯ F ¯IS¯THE¯FLOW¯OF¯Q 
 4RANSFORMATION¯OF¯’*3¯INTO¯)/’*3
!¯GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ NOT¯ AN¯ )/’*3¯ IF¯ AT¯ LEAST¯ ONE¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ OF
$EFINITION¯ ¯ IS¯ NOT¯ SATISFIED¯ 4HERE¯ ARE¯ FOUR¯ CASES¯ IN¯ WHICH¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ OF
$EFINITION¯¯ARE¯VIOLATED














4HIS¯ VIOLATION¯ CAN¯ BE¯ RESOLVED¯ AS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯ &IGURE¯ ¯ !LL¯ PORTS¯ EXCEPT¯ ONE¯ ARE


























4HE¯VIOLATION¯OF¯4YPE¯¯CAN¯BE¯RESOLVED¯AS¯SHOWN¯IN¯&IGURE¯¯)F¯ P  ¯THEN¯THE¯ZERO














#ONSIDER¯ THE¯ PART¯ OF¯ A¯ ’*3¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯ &IGURE¯ ¯ ,ET¯ THERE¯ EXIST¯ A¯ 4&LINK¯ WHOSE






)T¯ CAN¯BE¯ RESOLVED¯ AS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯&IGURE¯ ¯ )F¯ P  ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ ENTERING¯ BOND¯ OF¯ THE
TRANSFORMER¯ IS¯ REPLACED¯ BY¯ A¯ COMBINATION¯ BOND¶JUNCTION¶BOND¯ 4O¯ ENSURE¯ THAT
THE¯FIRST¯CONDITION¯OF¯$EFINITION¯¯IS¯SATISFIED¯A¯ZERO¯EFFORT¯SOURCE¯IS¯CONNECTED¯TO¯THE






















)T¯ CAN¯BE¯ RESOLVED¯ AS¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯&IGURE¯ ¯ )F¯ P  ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ ENTERING¯ BOND¯ OF¯ THE
GYRATOR¯ IS¯ REPLACED¯ BY¯ A¯ COMBINATION¯ BOND¶JUNCTION¶BOND¯ AND¯ A¯ ZERO¯ EFFORT
SOURCE¯ IS¯ CONNECTED¯ TO¯ THE¯ ADDED¯ JUNCTION¯ )F¯ P  ¯ THEN¯ THE¯ LEAVING¯ BOND¯ OF













TO¯ FINDING¯ THE¯ PARTS¯ OF¯ ’*3¯ THAT¯ VIOLATE¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ OF¯ $EFINITION¯ ¯ AND¯ TO
RESOLVING¯THESE¯VIOLATIONS¯AS¯SHOWN¯IN¯&IGURE¯¯&IGURE¯¯&IGURE¯¯&IGURE¯¯)N
THIS¯WAY¯AN¯)/’*3¯IS¯OBTAINED
4HE¯ DIMENSION¯ OF¯ THE¯ $IRAC¯ STRUCTURE¯ THAT¯ CORRESPONDS¯ TO¯ THE¯ OBTAINED¯ )/’*3¯ IS
LARGER¯ THAN¯ THE¯ DIMENSION¯ OF¯ THE¯ ONE¯ CORRESPONDING¯ TO¯ THE¯ ORIGINAL¯ ’*3¯ 4HE
DIMENSION¯IS¯INCREASED¯BY¯THE¯NUMBER¯OF¯VIOLATIONS¯OF¯THE¯4YPE¯¯4YPE¯¯AND¯4YPE
¯ 4HE¯ OBTAINED¯ )/’*3¯ IS¯ CALLED¯ AN¯ EXTENDED¯ )/’*3¯ !LSO¯ THE¯ CORRESPONDING
GENERALIZED¯BOND¯GRAPH¯WITH¯EXTENDED¯)/’*3¯IS¯CALLED¯AN¯EXTENDED¯)/’"’
7E¯INTRODUCE¯TWO¯NEW¯SETS¯OF¯PORTS¯ 3E1 ¯AND¯ 3F1 ¯(ERE¯ 31 ¯ 3F1 	¯STANDS¯FOR¯THE







































































3TEP¯¯!PPLY¯!LGORITHM¯¯TO¯THE¯EXTENDED¯)/’*3¯OBTAINED¯IN¯THE¯STEP¯¯ )1   

))) 3E1  1 ¯ )) EX 3E<1  1 1 ¯AND¯ P  	
3TEP¯ ¯ !PPLY¯ !LGORITHM¯ ¯ TO¯ THE¯ )/’*3¯ OBTAINED¯ IN¯ THE¯ STEP¯ ¯  ) 3E1  1 

))) 3F1  1 ¯ ))1  1 ¯AND¯ P  	
3TEP¯ ¯ %LIMINATE¯ ALL¯ ADDED¯ ZERO¯ SOURCE¯ PORTS¯ ALL¯ AUXILIARY¯ JUNCTIONS¯ AND¯ ALL¯ BASIC
LINKS¯WHERE¯ONE¯OF¯THE¯VERTICES¯IS¯AN¯AUXILIARY¯JUNCTION

#ONSIDER¯ A¯ ’*3¯ SATISFYING¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ ;!SA=;!SE=¯ !FTER¯ STEP¯ ¯ AN¯ EXTENDED
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(ERE¯ EX EX  
I I
I F E ¯ ARE¯ THE¯POWER¯ VARIABLES¯ OF¯ THE¯PORTS¯BELONGING¯ TO¯ THE¯ SET¯ EX1
AND¯ 	 
EX* X ¯ IS¯ A¯ SKEWSYMMETRIC¯ MATRIX¯ !PPLYING¯ STEPS¯ ¯ TO¯ THE¯ )/’*3¯ AN
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E F ¯ 
 
E F 	¯ ARE¯ THE¯ POWER¯ VARIABLES¯ OF¯ THE¯ PORTS¯ BELONGING¯ TO¯ 1 ¯ AND¯ THE
ADJOINING¯JUNCTIONS¯JUNCTIONS	¯  3E 3E
 
E F ¯  3E 3E
 
E F 	¯ARE¯THE¯POWER¯VARIABLES¯OF¯THE
ADDED¯ ZERO¯ EFFORT¯ SOURCES¯ ADJOINING¯ THE¯ JUNCTIONS¯ JUNCTIONS	¯ AND¯  3F 3F
 
E F
  3F 3F
 
E F 	¯ ARE¯ THE¯ POWER¯ VARIABLES¯ OF¯ THE¯ ADDED¯ ZERO¯ FLOW¯ SOURCES¯ ADJOINING¯ THE¯ 
JUNCTIONS¯JUNCTIONS	
’IVEN¯ THAT¯ !LGORITHM¯ ¯ IS¯ APPLIED¯ IN¯ STEP¯ ¯ THERE¯ ARE¯ ONLY¯ 0LINKS¯ OR¯ 4&LINKS
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IS¯ OBTAINED¯ (ERE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 3INGULAR¯’*3
#ONSIDER¯ THE¯ ELECTRICAL¯ CIRCUIT¯ SHOWN¯ IN¯&IGURE¯ A ¯ 4HE¯ GENERALIZED	¯ BOND¯ GRAPH







E E E  ¯)T¯ IS¯CLEAR¯THAT¯WE

































#ONSIDER¯ A¯ ’"’¯ SATISFYING¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ ;!SA=;!SE=¯ 4HE¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION
STRUCTURE¯IS¯CALLED¯NONSINGULAR¯IF¯  X X ¯ALL¯INTERNAL¯VARIABLES¯ARE¯UNIQUELY¯DEFINED
BY¯THE¯PORT¯VARIABLES¯!¯’*3¯IS¯CALLED¯SINGULAR¯IF¯IT¯IS¯NOT¯NONSINGULAR




IT¯ FOLLOWS¯ THAT¯ THE¯ INTERNAL¯ VARIABLES¯ OF¯ THE¯ ’*3¯ ARE¯ UNIQUELY¯ DEFINED¯ BY¯ ITS¯ PORT




INTO¯ AN¯ EXTENDED¯ )/’*3¯ 4HE¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ NONSINGULAR¯ IF¯ AND








UNIQUELY¯ DETERMINED¯ IF¯ AND¯ ONLY¯ IF¯ THE¯ MATRICES¯ 	 


* X ¯ 	 


* X ¯ AND¯ 	 


* X ¯ ARE
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#ONSIDER¯ A¯ ’"’¯ SATISFYING¯ THE¯ CONDITIONS¯ ;!SA=;!SE=¯ !SSUME¯ THAT¯ ITS¯ ’*3¯ IS
TRANSFORMED¯ INTO¯ AN¯ EXTENDED¯ )/’*3¯ 4HE¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ IS¯ NON
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THE¯STATES¯IN¯SOME¯SUBSET¯ S ¯OF¯X ¯4HE¯VALUES¯OF¯X ¯FOR¯WHICH¯THE¯AUXILIARY¯VARIABLE






4HE¯ MAIN¯ CONTRIBUTION¯ OF¯ THIS¯ PAPER¯ IS¯ GIVEN¯ IN¯ SECTION¯ ¯ )T¯ HAS¯ BEEN¯ PROVED
4HEOREM¯	¯THAT¯A¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯ CAN¯BE¯ASSOCIATED¯TO¯EVERY¯GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION
STRUCTURE¯!LSO¯A¯CONSTRUCTIVE¯ALGORITHM¯TO¯OBTAIN¯THE¯$IRAC¯STRUCTURE¯HAS¯BEEN¯GIVEN
!LGORITHM¯ 	¯ 4HE¯ CONCEPT¯ OF¯ A¯ SINGULAR¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION¯ STRUCTURE¯ HAS¯ BEEN
INTRODUCED¯ AND¯ SUFFICIENT¯ AND¯ NECESSARY¯ CONDITIONS¯ FOR¯ A¯ GENERALIZED¯ JUNCTION
STRUCTURE¯BEING¯NONSINGULAR¯HAVE¯BEEN¯GIVEN¯!LSO¯THE¯TRANSFORMATION¯OF¯A¯SINGULAR






AND¯ ’¯ $AUPHIN4ANGUY¯ EDS¯ TH¯ )-!#3¯ 7ORLD¯ #ONGRESS¯ .ORTH¯ (OLLAND¯ ¯ %LSEVIER
$UBLIN¯¯PP¯
;= 3¯(¯"IRKETT¯ AND¯0¯(¯2OE¯4HE¯-ATHEMATICAL¯ &OUNDATIONS¯ OF¯ "OND¯ GRAPHS¯ ¯ )¯!LGEBRAIC
4HEORY¯*OURNAL¯OF¯THE¯&RANKLIN¯)NSTITUTE¯¯	¯PP¯
;= 3¯(¯"IRKETT¯ AND¯ 0¯(¯2OE¯4HE¯-ATHEMATICAL¯ &OUNDATIONS¯ OF¯ "OND¯ GRAPHS¯ ¯ ))¯ $UALITY
*OURNAL¯OF¯THE¯&RANKLIN¯)NSTITUTE¯¯	¯PP¯
;= 3¯(¯"IRKETT¯ AND¯0¯(¯2OE¯4HE¯-ATHEMATICAL¯&OUNDATIONS¯ OF¯"OND¯ GRAPHS¯ ¯ )))¯-ATROID
4HEORY¯*OURNAL¯OF¯THE¯&RANKLIN¯)NSTITUTE¯¯	¯PP¯
;= 3¯ (¯ "IRKETT¯ AND¯ 0¯ (¯ 2OE¯4HE¯-ATHEMATICAL¯ &OUNDATIONS¯ OF¯ "OND¯ GRAPHS¯ ¯ )6¯-ATRIX
2EPRESENTATIONS¯AND¯#AUSALITY¯*OURNAL¯OF¯THE¯&RANKLIN¯)NSTITUTE¯¯	¯PP¯
;= !¯ -¯ "LOCH¯ AND¯ 0¯ %¯ #ROUCH¯ 2EPRESENTATION¯ OF¯ $IRAC¯ 3TRUCTURE¯ ON¯ 6ECTOR¯ 3PACES¯ AND
.ONLINEAR¯ ,#¯ CIRCUITS¯ IN¯ ’¯ &ERREYRA¯ 2¯ ’ARDNER¯ (¯ (ERMES¯ AND¯ (¯ 3USSMANN¯ EDS
3YMPOSIA¯IN¯PURE¯-ATHEMATICS¯$IFFERENTIAL¯’EOMETRY¯AND¯#ONTROL¯4HEORY¯!-3¯¯
PP¯
;= 0¯ #¯ "REEDVELD¯ $ECOMPOSITION¯ OF¯ -ULTIPORT¯ %LEMENTS¯ IN¯ A¯ 2EVISED¯ -ULTIBOND¯ ’RAPH
.OTATION¯*OURNAL¯OF¯THE¯&RANKLIN¯)NSTITUTE¯¯	¯PP¯




;= 0¯ #¯ "REEDVELD¯ 4HERMODYNAMIC¯ "OND¯ ’RAPHS¯ AND¯ THE¯ 0ROBLEM¯ OF¯ 4HERMAL¯ )NERTANCE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